Metabolic profiling of hypoxia/reoxygenation injury in H9c2 cells reveals the accumulation of phytosphingosine and the vital role of Dan-Shen in Xin-Ke-Shu.
Xin-Ke-Shu (XKS), a patent medicine consisting of five commonly used traditional Chinese herbs, is used for the treatment of coronary heart diseases. A previous study showed that XKS has protective effects for ameliorating myocardial ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury. This study was aimed to deeply understand the mechanisms and compatible principle of XKS against hypoxia/reoxygenation (H/R) injury and the contribution of each single herb to the efficacy of XKS. An H/R model in H9c2 cardiomyocytes was applied to mimic I/R injury observed in vivo. The cell viability, the levels of LDH, MDA, SOD, and apoptosis were determined to evaluate the cardioprotection of XKS and its subtracted formula (knocked out one herb) in H/R injury. Cell metabolomics, combined with western blot analysis, was performed to uncover the inert molecular mechanism of XKS against H/R injury. Significant protective effects of XKS against oxidative stress and apoptosis induced by H/R injury were found in the pharmacodynamic evaluation. Moreover, the metabolic profile deviation of the H/R group from the control group was mainly ascribed to thirteen metabolites involved in four aberrant pathways, in which sphingolipid metabolism was revealed as the most relevant pathway involved in H/R injury (impact > 0.1). Notably, the accumulation of phytosphingosine (VIP = 5.84) was considered the most likely characteristic in H/R injury, which is well known to promote the opening of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) and activate cell apoptosis. Furthermore, XKS ameliorated all the abnormalities of the metabolic network in response to H/R injury. In agreement with this, a western blot analysis showed that XKS markedly regulated the over-expression of CaMK II and cleaved caspase-3. However, the subtracted formula showed no significant difference in comparison with the XKS group on protecting H/R injury except for QDS (subtracted Dan-Shen from XKS). The roots of Salvia miltiorrhiza Bge. (Dan-Shen) play an important role in the regulation of Ca2+ overloading, oxidative stress and apoptosis in H/R injury. Our study enabled information from holistic cell metabolomics to be used for mechanism and compatibility rule elucidations of TCMs.